
CCHS Drafting 

Six drafting courses are  

offered at CCHS.   

Drafting 1 is the             

prerequisite for the next  

level courses. 

Drafting 1 

Develop skills in graphic tools used in             

architecture, manufacturing, and          

engineering. 

Develop basic skills in sketching,        

AutoCAD, orthographic projection, and 

dimensioning.  

Develop skills in communication, mathe-

matics, teamwork, and problem-solving. 

Understand and improve work ethic. 

There is significant reading and writing          

regarding trends and concepts related to      

Drafting and AutoCAD. 

Completion of Math 1 is helpful. 

Drafting 2 - Engineering 

Develop skills and understanding of  

3D modeling and working drawings. 

Understand and apply the Engineering 

Design Process to group projects. 

Create parts using 3D printers. 

Learn about careers related to            

engineering. 

There is significant reading and writing          

regarding trends and concepts related to 

Engineering. 

Drafting 3—Engineering 

Expand on knowledge and skills        

developed in Engineering 2. 

Focus on 3D solid modeling, assembly 

creation, and working drawings.  

Create sheet metal parts and a           

professional portfolio. 

Create parts using 3D printers. 

Learn what it takes to have a career in 

engineering. 

There is significant reading and writing          

regarding trends and concepts related to 

Engineering. 

Problem solving skills are key to success. 

Drafting 2—Architecture 

Develop skills in and understanding of   

residential architecture design. 

 

Use Revit to create 3D models of   

houses. 

 

Learn about careers related to            

architecture and construction trades. 

There is significant reading and writing          

regarding trends and concepts related to 

Architecture. 

Drafting 3—Architecture 

Expand on knowledge and skills          

developed in Architecture 2. 

Focus on architectural styles, site plans, 

foundation plans, stair details, and interior 

elevation drawings.  

Learn what it takes to have a career in  

architecture, interior design, construction 

trades, and other related fields. 

Learn basics of commercial design. 

There is significant reading and writing          

regarding trends and concepts related to 

Architecture. 



CTE Advance Studies 

is for the student that has completed 

Drafting 1 and levels 2 and 3 in either 

Engineering or Architecture and still 

wants to learn more. 

The student selects their area for         

advanced studies with the advice and  

approval of the instructor. 

The student must research their area of 

interest and produce a paper, a product, 

and a presentation on the topic. 

To succeed in Advanced Studies the stu-

dent must be self-motivated and self-

disciplined.   

Advanced Studies students typically 

work independently with guidance from 

the instructor. 


